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Summary
The three dimensional structures of four type IVb pilin globular domains in Vibrio cholerae (TcpA), Salmonella enteric serovar Typhi, enteropathogenic Escherichia 
coli (EPEC) and enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli (ETEC) reported earlier are compared. By superimposing in stereo, it is seen that three of the four pilins possess 
five super imposable β-strands, four nearly super imposable α-helices and a disulphide bond, while the bundle-forming pilin (BfpA) domain of EPEC in 1zwt does 
not superpose well, exhibiting a different strand topology, quite different locations for its four helices and several hydrophobic cores instead of a larger one. As a 
result, 1zwt lacks the extensive side chain-side chain interactions of α1 with almost parallel, three central β-strands observed in all other type IV pilins. Further, a 
complete pilus built using 1zwt cannot form the α2-α4 lateral interactions between consecutive subunits within the left-handed three-start helices forming the fiber 
as suggested for TcpA, based on the crystal structure of its globular domain. As both BfpA and TcpA pili possess nearly identical fiber diffraction parameters, we 
think they should share a common fiber formation mode. Our alternative model for BfpA is based on the V. cholerae pilin crystal structure.
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Virtually all gram-negative bacteria including several human 
pathogens contain type IV pili, which are assembled from thousands 
of identical subunits of a single protein called pilin plus a few copies 
of pilus associated proteins [1,2]. In addition to host cell adhesion [3], 
these pili help in motility on solid surfaces [4], microcolony formation 
via auto-aggregation [5], bacteriophage adsorption [6] and are in 
general important in the virulence [5,7] of these pathogens.

Type IV pili are usually 1-4 µm long, 50-80Å diameter, flexible 
filaments. Type IV pilins have about 140-200 amino acids in their 
protein sequences, share N-terminal sequence similarity including an 
almost invariant glutamate at residue 5, and a single disulphide linkage 
near the C-terminus [1]. Further, subdivision of the type IV pili into 
types IVa and IVb was made on the basis of endoproteolytic cleavage 
characteristics, length of leader sequences and the N-terminal residue 
of the mature pilin (1). Among human pathogens, N. gonorrhoeae, 
N. meningitidis and P. aeruginosa pili belong to the type IVa subclass 
which belong to a wide range of bacteria with diverse tissue and organ 
specificities, while the remaining pathogens that colonize in the human 
intestine, including toxin-coregulated pilus from V. cholerae, PilS from S. 
typhi, bundle forming pili from EPEC and colonization factor antigen III 
(CFA/III or CofA) or longus from ETEC belong to the type IVb subclass.

It is not easy to crystallize these pilins. The first success came with 
the N. gonorrhoeae pilin, crystallized in the presence of a detergent, and 
its X-ray structure [8]. The N-terminal 52 residues form a long S-shaped 
α helix, its latter half associated with a globular domain. The N-terminal 
helix was predicted to mediate fiber formation via hydrophobic 
association. Next, the structures of the globular C-terminal domains of 
two closely related P. aeruginosa pilins were solved by crystallography 
[9] and NMR [10] by removing the protruding half of the N-terminal 
α helix. Despite low protein sequence similarity, the globular domains 
of these P. aeruginosa pilins were found to be similar in fold and 

disulphide bond arrangement to the full length N. gonorrhoeae pilin 
[8,9]. Based on the N. gonorrhoeae pilin crystal structure, mutational 
data and secondary structure predictions etc. a theoretical model [11] 
was constructed for V. cholerae TcpA before the 1.3Å crystal structure 
of this type IVb globular domain became available [12]. X-ray crystal 
structures of truncated TcpA and the full length P. aeruginosa pilin, as 
well as cryo-electron microscopy analyses of their pili to suggest fiber 
formation from those pilins, were published together [12].

The truncated TcpA of V. cholerae is the first crystal structure of 
a type IVb pilin [12], though the full TcpA could not be crystallized. 
For two more truncated type IVb pilins, PilS and BfpA, their solution 
NMR structures were reported next [13,14]. The third crystal structure 
of a full length type IVa pilin from D. nodosus and another globular 
domain from F. tularenis were solved [15]. Recently, the 1.26Å crystal 
structure of another truncated type IVb pilin, CFA/III or CofA was 
reported [16], enabling us to compare these enteric pilin structures 
for their similarities and differences. Comparison of experimentally 
obtained three dimensional structures of proteins with similar or 
identical function is a very powerful technique. From our comparison 
of these four experimentally determined structures, we conclude that 
the NMR structure of BfpA globular domain [14] may be a result of a 
folding that is biologically not relevant, hence we have constructed an 
alternative model by homology.
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[17]. Backbone atoms in regions 102-110, 117-149, 174-178 and 200-
208 of 3s0t were superposed pair wise with regions 92-100, 105-137, 
162-166 and 191-199 of 1oqv respectively. With this superposition 
in place, backbone atoms in regions 91-96 and 103-109 of 1zwt only 
(residue nos. increased by 22 to give those in the mature pilin) could be 
superposed with regions 93-98 and 107-113 of 1oqv, as 1zwt possesses 
a different topology in its central β-strands [14]. Backbone atoms in 
regions 98-103, 113-119, 141-145 and 173-180 of 1q5f were superposed 
with regions 93-98, 107-113, 133-137 and 192-199 of 1oqv respectively.

New BfpA model construction

Using a pair wise alignment between TcpA and BfpA sequences 
within the Homology module of InsightII [17], close to the one indicated 
in Figure 2, coordinates for the structurally conserved regions in the 
BfpA globular domain were obtained. TcpA was chosen as the template 
rather than CofA or PilS, as in our multiple sequence alignment, the 
overall similarity was greater with TcpA. Six loop regions, α1-α2, α2-
β1, β1-β2, α3-β3, β3-β4, β4-α4 constituting variable regions, were built 
manually within InsightII, and coordinates merged with the remainder 
of the protein. These six regions were energy refined within InsightII 
using the program Discover first, holding the remainder of the protein 
fixed. After the regularization of these manually built variable regions, 
the side chains of the structurally conserved regions were allowed to 
move during further energy minimization cycles until acceptable 
stereochemistry, bond lengths (1 bond deviating > 4σ) and bond angles 
(10 angles deviating > 4σ) were obtained, and 92% of the residues were 

Materials and methods
Sequence alignment

An initial multiple protein sequence alignment was carried 
out with the mature pilin sequences in TcpA, CofA and BfpA using 
ClustalW with default parameters before examining the experimental 
structures for the latter two. This alignment did show the 10-residue 
extra loop in CofA relative to TcpA occurring between the two helices 
α1 and α2 (Figures 1 and 2) verified by the recent crystal structure 3s0t 
[16]. However, the alignment was not judged to be satisfactory near the 
C-termini. From the TcpA crystal structure [12], we concluded that the 
easiest way to retain the same architecture for BfpA having 19 residues 
less than TcpA is by a much smaller loop between β3 and β4. Further, 
the two Cys residues in BfpA were manually aligned with those in 
TcpA and CofA, assuming a conserved position of the disulphide bond 
and the two associated helices α3 and α4.

Superposition of type IVb globular domains

The coordinate files for four type IVb pilin globular domain 
structures were obtained for TcpA (PDB: 1oqv), CofA (PDB: 3s0t), 
BfpA (PDB: 1zwt) and PilS (PDB: 1q5f). For the two crystal structures, 
only subunit A was chosen, and the first among the several within 
the files for the two NMR structures. The protein structures were 
displayed in stereo with various options using the program InsightII 

 

 

Figure 1. (A) Four type IVb pilin globular domains as Cα models are superimposed in 
stereo.  High-resolution crystal structures of TcpA (blue) and CofA (violet); NMR structures 
of PilS (orange) and BfpA (red), are superposed pair wise using the β-strands forming the 
central β-sheets.  Residues at the start of secondary structure elements are numbered in light 
blue (TcpA) and orange (PilS).  It is seen that TcpA, CofA and PilS share the same topology 
in their central 5 β-strands and the relative dispositions of four conserved helices α1 through 
α4 relative to their central β-sheets, but the topology of the BfpA NMR structure (red) is 
different.  The strange topology of BfpA region 60–90 prevents its α1 from coming closer to 
its central β-sheet and this α1 is roughly at an angle of 60o relative to its β-strands; they are 
roughly parallel in the others.  (B)  Only TcpA (blue) and the mixed sheet NMR structure 
of BfpA (red) are superposed as ribbons, with α helices in both marked.  The odd β-strand 
is marked with a star (*) in white.

 1         11         21         31         41         51     58 
|                                   α1                  |310|    TcpA 
MTLLEVIIVL GIMGVVSAGV VTLAQRAIDS QIMTKAAQSL NSIQVALTQT YRGLGNYP— 
|                                   α1                  |       CofA 
MSLLEVIIVL GIIGTIAAGV VILAQRAFDS RTVSELVTNT NTIRVAMKDA YQRDGKYPDY 60 
|                                   α1                  || α1’| BfpA 
|                                   α1                  |       pred 
LSLIESAMVL ALAATVTAGV MFYYQSASDS NKSQNAISEV MSATSAINGL YIGQTSYS—58 
|                                  α1                |          PilS 
MSADAGATAL FILVIIGVIA AAVWSMW-GK KDAGTELTNY QTLATNTIGM MKGVDGYAFT 59 
 
          61         71         81               90          99 
            |    α2        |   | α2’ |                | β1| 
--------AT ADATAASKLT SGLVSLGKIS SDEAKNPFI- -----GTNMN IFSF--P 
61      | 310 |    |  α2    |  90 |310 |         100    | β1| 111 
QAPLSLTADS IKTDSTGIAV AQLVQLGKLT PDEARNGIS- -----GDYIG IGGAITS 
        |     α2  |    | 310|            | β1|        | β2 | 
       59  |   α2     |              78              | β1 | 97 
--------GL DSTILLNTSA IPDNYKD--- -----TTNKK ITNPFGGELN VGPAN 
         60 |   α2     |      |β-1|     | β0  |   |   β1   |104 
---------- SGAKMTDTLI QAGAAKGMTV SGDPASGSAT LWNSWGGQIV VAPDT 
 
        108        118        128        137        147      152 
        | β2  |   |    α3       | 310  | β3  |    | α3’|      
RNAAANK-A FAISVDGLTQ AQCKTLITSV G-DMFPYIAI KAGGAVALAD LG----DFEN 
        | β2  |   |    α3       | 310  | β3 |        159      167 
SGSTINK-G FAMELNGLSQ EQCRSILGQV G-DNWEYVAV GTSPSGSYDA LSAGAVNML- 
        | β3 |    |   α3    |  124    | β4 |                 NMR 
98      | β2     ||    α3       |     | β3 |  136            pred 
NNTA---FG YYLTLTRLDK AACVSLATLN LGTSAKGYGV NIS-------------- 
       |  β2  |   |   α3         |     | β3| 146             
AGGTGFNNG FTITTNKVPQ SACVSISTGM SRSGGTSGIK ING-------------- 
 
       161        169           181             191     199 
    |310|  |β4|             |  α4   |               |  β5  |  TcpA 
SAAAAETG VGVIKSIA-- -PASKNLDLTNIT HVEKLCK-- --GTA PFGVAFGNS   199 
168       |β4|     181      |  α4    |      198     |  β5 |  CofA 
AATDN--- TTILRSLA-- -ANGQVSLT--AE KILKTCT-- --ATV N-SITLASR-  208 
       |  310|    β5|   β6|   |   α4    |     169    |  β7 |   BfpA 
    137 | β4 |                 |   α4 |             |  β5 |   pred 
-------G ENNITSFGNS ADQAAKSTAITPA EAATACKN-- --TD STNKVTYFMK  180 
          |β4|    154         |   α4   |    168     |  β5 |  PilS 
-------- --NNHTDAKV ----------TAE IASSECTADN GRTG TNTLVFNYNG  181  
 
Figure 2.  Sequence alignment of TcpA (PDB: 1oqv), CofA (PDB: 3s0t), BfpA (PDB: 
1zwt) and PilS (PDB: 1q5f).  Secondary structures in the two high-resolution crystal 
structures in 1oqv and 3s0t, and the two NMR structures in 1zwt and 1q5f are given above 
each sequence.  For BfpA, a second line of secondary structure is for our predicted model 
based on 1oqv.  Additional helices such as α2’, α3’ in 1oqv, α1’ in 1zwt and β-strands in 
1q5f are so named to maintain a uniform nomenclature for the important helices α1 to α4 
and strands β1 to β5 among the four sequences.
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in Ramachandran preferred / allowed regions. This new BfpA model 
replaces our older model (PDB: 1qt2) which was based partly on the N. 
gonorrhoeae pilin.

Results and discussion
Sequence similarities and globular domain structures 
compared

The TcpA-CofA pair has 64/199 or 32.2% sequence identity overall; 
omitting the 30 N-terminal residues, they share 41/169 or 24.3% 
sequence identity in their globular domains. In addition, there are 
highly similar residues in 44/199 positions or 41/169 positions between 
the globular domains. This pair has an RMSD of 1.4 Å considering all 
the Cα atom pairs [16]. The superposed regions involving 224 atom 
pairs used for TcpA-CofA in Figure 1 have an RMSD of 0.98Å.

The TcpA-BfpA pair has 40/180 or 22.2% sequence identity overall; 
omitting the 30 N-terminal residues, they share 28/150 or 18.6% 
sequence identity in their globular domains. Also, there are highly 
similar residues in 38/180 positions or 30/150 positions between the 
globular domains. Superposed regions involving only 52 atom pairs 
used for Figure 1 have an RMSD of 1.14Å for TcpA-BfpA, other three 
strands roughly superposing with a reversed chain direction for Cα 
atoms.

The TcpA-PilS pair has 20/181 or 11.0% sequence identity overall; 
omitting the 30 N-terminal residues, they share 17/151 or 11.3% 
sequence identity in their globular domains. There are highly similar 
residues in 38/181 positions or 31/151 positions between the globular 
domains. The superposed regions involving 104 atom pairs have an 
RMSD of 1.49Å for TcpA-PilS.

The enteric pilins have not been previously compared in the various 
papers by superposition in stereo [14,16] though ribbon diagrams for 
the globular domains were provided. In order to provide an overall 
comparison of the three-dimensional structures of the different pilins, 
it is most insightful to superimpose the central β-strands alone rather 
than other portions of the structures and this is the procedure we have 
followed (e.g., see Figure 1A).

Our superposition in Figure 1A shows that TcpA (blue), CofA 
(violet) and PilS (orange) have practically super imposable five 
β-strands, corresponding to β1-β2-β5-β3-β4 of TcpA and CofA, 
forming purely anti-parallel β-sheets that are curved as if on a barrel 
surface. Helices α1-α4 got roughly superimposed among these three 
protein structures even though their coordinates were not used in the 
superposition. The BfpA (red) structure 1zwt has a mixed β-sheet as 
its region 81-83 is parallel to an adjacent strand; hence it has a different 
topology. This same region prevents its N-terminal α-helix from coming 
closer to its β-sheet to form a sizeable hydrophobic core as observed in the 
three other type IVb pilins (Figure 1). TcpA and CofA are especially close 
to each other, the extra element in the latter being a loop between α1 and 
α2 [16]. In 1oqv and 3s0t, there are some main chain-main chain hydrogen 
bonds between β4 and the β3-β4 loop seen at the extreme left in Figure 
1, though they do not define a β-sheet. PilS (orange) differs from TcpA 
and CofA in two main regions – following α2, there are two additional 
β-strands which form part of the 5-strand β-sheet extending it to the right, 
and the β3-β4 loop is much shorter in PilS. These differences can also be 
seen in our alignment shown in Figure 2.

BfpA model based on TcpA crystal structure

In the model proposed here, BfpA has 3 residues (135-137) 

compared to 23 residues in TcpA (139-161) in the β3-β4 loop (Figure 
2 and 3). This is the major difference between the structures. TcpA and 
PilS also have a similar difference. This is reasonable as the number of 
residues in PilS and BfpA are very close. However, for the so-called 
αβ-loop region, BfpA is closer to TcpA in structure as well as total 
number of residues; PilS has a few more residues in this region forming 
its additional two β-strands (Figure 2). In the β4-α4 loop on the other 
hand, PilS has a smaller number of residues compared to TcpA and 
BfpA (Figure 1 and 2).

The 35 side chains participating in the hydrophobic core in the 
model proposed here are displayed in Figure 4. Out of 35 such side-
chains participating in the hydrophobic core in this model, only S33A, 
P95A, A165V and K174T mutations are observed; the remaining 31 
are conserved despite variations observed among BfpA strains [18]. 
In this model, side chains of S33, A36, I37 and A40 participate in the 
main hydrophobic core, but they do not in 1zwt. The NMR structure 
[14] described several two hydrophobic cores containing 8 + 7 or 15 
side chains (Val143 in that list should be Val133) instead of a much more 
extensive core as in our model (Figure 4). However, there is a third 
cluster of hydrophobic side chains in 1zwt on the first face comprising 
of I47, L50, Y51, Y57, F 87, L91, Y104, L106 and L106 not mentioned 
by Ramboarina et al. [14]. There is a fourth cluster of hydrophobic side 
chains comprising of L65, P72, Y75 Y105 residues on the opposite face, 
also not mentioned [14]. The proposed model has a small hydrophobic 
patch on the ‘fiber exterior’ side of the β-sheet, comprising residues 
Y105, T107, V175 and Y177. Extremely variable regions like 58-63, 
97-101, 137-155, 167-169 [18] are expected to be exposed in the fiber 
exterior in the model proposed (Figure 5).

Pilin biogenesis

It was noticed that expression of D. nodosus, M. bovis and N. 
gonorrhoeae pilin genes in P. aeruginosa results in the formation 
of pili. Thus the basic machinery involved in the biogenesis of the 
type IVa pili appear to be conserved [1]. However, full length TcpA 
expressed in EPEC failed to form fibers since prepilins could not be 
completely converted to pilins by the EPEC prepilin peptidases [19]. 
This insufficient conversion could be simply due to the difference in the 
N-terminal amino acid (Met vs. Leu) between the two pilins and does 

 

Figure 3: Ribbon diagram of our BfpA globular domain model (magenta), superposed on 
the TcpA globular domain (blue), with various secondary structure elements labeled.  BfpA 
has a 3-residue (135-137) loop between β3 and β4 compared to the much longer loop shown 
for TcpA.  This longer loop extends both above β4 in this view (next to the label provided, 
to the left) and between β4 and α4 where no corresponding magenta segment can be seen.
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not justify the reported divergence in fold [14]. CofA has Met like TcpA 
and is synthesized and processed by V. cholerae, but the TCP assembly 
apparatus cannot make filaments from CofA (16). Yet, the topology of 
TcpA and CofA are identical.

Arguments in support of homology model

It is very surprising that PilS having 21.5% sequence similarity with 
TcpA in the globular domain still possesses the same topology, but 
the NMR structure of BfpA having 28.6% sequence similarity, has a 
different fold. The proposed BfpA model however has the topology and 
fold as the high resolution TcpA crystal structure.

The globular domain of BfpA has 28.6% sequence similarity with 
that of TcpA, whereas it is 36.4% for the CofA-TcpA pair, already 
demonstrated by two high resolution crystal structures [12,16]  to have 
an RMSD of 1.4Å. A crystal structure of residues 26-181 of PilS [20] 
shows local differences with its NMR structure [13], with 93 Cα pairs 
having an RMSD of 1.87Å. The PilS crystal structure shows a longer α1 
and different locations for β-1 and β0 (defined in Figure 2) relative to 
the NMR structure. The PilS crystal structure shows an RMSD of 1.73Å 
with TcpA using only 93 Cα pairs (20), with 21.5% sequence similarity. 
From sequence similarity alone, it is likely that an experimental 
structure of BfpA will show an RMSD intermediate between 1.4Å and 
1.7Å with the TcpA crystal structure [12]. For sequence identity in the 
25-29% range, half the models predicted using SWISS-MODEL show 
less than 4Å RMSD generally (www.bioinf.ac.uk), but in the case of 
type IVb pilins, three dimensional structure is conserved better despite 
sequence variation.

By sequence alignment alone, we were able to predict the 10-residue 

extra loop in CofA relative to TcpA before the crystal structure of 
CofA was published [16]. This shows the power of protein sequence 
alignment in correctly predicting the loop when an appropriate 
template structure is used.

Our BfpA model resembles 1zwt in secondary structure (Figure 2). 
Hence, it satisfies a major part of the NMR data related to secondary 
structure [14].

All type IV pilin structures, including our model, show an intimate 
association of side chains from α1 with those from three β strands (β1-
β2-β5 in type IVb, β1-β2-β3 in type IVa). This feature is observed in 
all structures except in 1zwt. It is thus inconsistent with other pilin 
structures.

With the 181 residue PilS, both X-ray and NMR show a small 
β3-β4 loop (termed β5-β6 in those studies) as proposed in our model 
for the 180 residue BfpA. The PilS structure can be fitted in the same 
pilus arrangements derived for TcpA from EM data and packing 
arrangements [20], though a different fiber formation mode was 
suggested earlier [13].

Simulations favor the formation of a single hydrophobic cluster 
midway through a globular protein core formation process [21], 
as in the proposed model. But several smaller cores exist in 1zwt, as 
described above. By running the program Discover within InsightII, 
our final model of BfpA globular domain (residues 29-180) attained 
a total energy of -12,250.1 kcal, whereas that for the TcpA crystal 

 

 
Figure 4: One continuous hydrophobic core of our BfpA model. (A)  The model is shown 
as a ribbon in magenta with numbered side chains comprising the core in ball-and-stick. 
(B)  The same side chains composing the hydrophobic core embedded in Cα backbone 
for our model, in stereo.  Out of 35 side-chains forming the core, 31 are fully conserved 
among 8 BfpA sequences and 4 show conservative mutations.  α1 is roughly parallel to 3 
β-strands.  Side chains from a loop after α2 and some from α3 are also seen to participate 
in this hydrophobic core.

 

Figure 5: Displaying two adjacent subunit globular domains in BfpA as proposed for TcpA 
as left-handed three start helices (Fig. 4 of ref. 12), emphasizing α2-α4 interactions between 
these neighboring subunits comprising the fiber; β-strands are marked by numbers only.  
Side chains at the interface and their sequences observed in 8 different BfpA strains are 
displayed.

http://www.bioinf.ac.uk
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structure (residues 29-199) after similar refinement was -10,249.9 kcal. 
With the NMR model 1zwt (residues 23-180), a total energy of -9,209.5 
kcal was reached. The main source of energy difference between the 
proposed model and 1zwt was in the Coulomb energy, of about 3,000 
kcal. Further, the CATH database (www.cathdb.info) has assigned the 
same TcpA-like pilin fold 3.30.1690.10 for 1oqv, 1q5f and 3s0t, but 
none for 1zwt.

Other reasons for the fold in 1zwt

Even if we accept that 1zwt was obtained by correctly analyzing the 
NMR data, there could be additional reasons why the fold observed 
therein is unusual. One assumption with all these truncated pilin studies 
is that the α1 truncation does not affect the globular domain structure; 
this assumption may not be true for 1zwt which deleted 22 residues. 
Secondly, the first two N-terminal amino acids in 1zwt are Met and Asp 
(residues 23, 24) respectively, whereas the BfpA sequence has Tyr-Tyr 
(Figure 2). This too may have pushed α1 away from the central β-sheet, 
as both of these amino acids are found to be hydrophobic in all type 
IVb pilins (Figure 2).

Fiber formation

From EM analysis, the distance between adjacent left handed helices 
formed by the TcpA molecules within the TPC fiber was found to be 
45Å, and a rise of 22.5Å between adjacent TcpA molecules together 
with 60o rotation about the fiber axis [12]. These dimensions obtained 
from the EM analysis of the BFP fibers were 44Å and 22Å respectively, 
i.e., nearly identical [14]. We accept that the EM data of BFP fibers also 
supports a three-start helix [14]. The N-terminal helix is agreed to be 
roughly parallel to the fibers in all type IV pilins.

It is shown that our BfpA model closely follows the template TcpA 
structure (Figure 3) except for the β3-β4 loop, which is on the exterior 
side of the fiber and therefore not directly involved in fiber formation 
[12]. Since the subunit structure is proposed to be close, including the 
α2 and α4 regions important in lateral contacts, it immediately follows 
that our BfpA structure will be able to mimic TcpA in fiber formation. 

It was predicted that, two classes of residues forming the core of 
the monomer and those involved in monomer-monomer interactions 
would be conserved within various strains within V. cholerae and a 
variation in residues on the fiber exterior would be observed [11]. These 
predictions were verified in the TcpA crystal structure [12]. The same 
principles would apply to BfpA of EPEC, another member of the type 
IVb pilins. It has been mentioned that 31 of the 35 residues forming 
the hydrophobic core (Figure 4) are fully conserved among 8 EPEC 
strains, while the remaining 4 residues show conservative mutations. 
Regarding residues involved in monomer-monomer interactions, the 
αβ-loop region 65-77 (including α2) and region 156-165 (including 
α4) immediately preceding the second Cys are important for the 
fiber formation as suggested within each strand of left-handed three 
start helices [12]; they are all conserved among the BfpA strains [18] 
(Figure 5). In the lateral subunit-subunit interactions, N67, T68, I71, 
Y75 may be interacting with T164, A163, A160 and P159 predicted to 
be important in such α2-α4 interactions are all conserved among the 
EPEC strains (Figure 5). Extremely variable regions like 58-63, 97-101, 
137-155, 167-169 among the strains [18] will be exposed in the fiber 
exterior constructed with our BfpA model, related to its epitopes.

If α2 of one molecule should interact with α4 of the adjacent 
molecule, the component of the α4-α2 vector should be about 22.5Å 
along the fiber axis for their interaction to occur [12]. For example, 
Cα atoms of E183 and K68 in TcpA are 35.26Å apart, and their inter-

atomic vector makes an angle of 50o with the α1; so the component 
equals 35.26 cos 50o Å or 22.66Å. However, Cα atoms of A163 and 
G59 in 1zwt are 38.22Å apart, and the vector is parallel to α1 in the 
same structure [14], so there is no way for α2 and α4 to interact in 
a lateral fashion for forming any of the three-start helices. A model 
for pilus formation with CofA was generated using the TCP electron 
microscopy reconstruction [16], and the extra 10-residue insert fits 
perfectly within the gap between the CofA globular domains.

In summary, the biological insights emerging from our comparative 
study seem to be the unity in diversity in the type IVb pilins, marked 
by the two classes of conserved residues and variability in fiber-exposed 
residues among strains including the predictions about specific BfpA 
residues being involved in the lateral contacts, delineation of their 
common secondary structural elements α1-α4 and β1-β5 as shown in 
Figure 2, the existence of a common mode of fiber formation among 
type IVb pilins characterized by the α2-α4 interaction [12], a common 
association of α1 with three central β-strands extending to all type IV 
pilins and existence of a smaller β3-β4 loop in smaller type IVb pilins 
(PilS, BfpA) compared to the larger two (TcpA, CofA).
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